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FOLIATION JOKES IN
Tristram Shandy
Diana Patterson

y ~ tis paper explores the placement of type on the pages
of Laurence Sterne's The Life and Opinions of Trisf (_^/
tram Shandy, Gentleman as it appeared in the first
^editions, 1759-1767.' While several critics have
explored typographical jokes, placement of jokes has
largely been ignored, and some have received no critical attention,
despite Sterne's meticulous care in making them. One hopes, however,
that in exploring these delicate bits of whimsy one does not crush
them.
There are at least two reasons why these particular humoresques
in type have been ignored: first because modern critics tend to read
modern editions in which the text has been altered to fit a modern's
sense of space and form; the second is that placement is usually
considered accidental, and it is intellectual intention that fascinates
critics. While this second reason is slowly altering with the increased
interest in The Book, the first is similarly exacerbated by the availabil
ity of texts in electronic form which can be poured, as if liquid, into
any shape.
And yet, much has been made of the use of the dash in Sterne's
novel, particularly by the modern scholar. Editors, most recently in
the Florida Edition, have carefully measured the dashes because there
is a belief that the length of the dash signifies the length of dramatic
' This is not to be confused withexfohation which is what uncle Toby's wound did while healing.
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pause required by the author (11, 836). This paper does not deny that
claim but does put a slightly different slant on it.
In his frequently quoted letter to Dodsley, Sterne wrote: "for as
I live in York & shall correct every Proof myself, it shall go perfect into
the World—& be printed in so creditable a way as to Paper Type,
etc—as to do no Dishonour to You, who I know never chuse to print
a Book meanly."^ Thanks to Kenneth Monkman, we know which
press Sterne used, and that he could easily have watched his book quite
literally through the press.' The edition was very small, although no
one seems to have determined exactly how small, and sold out quickly,
so the second edition was printed in London (we do not know exactly
where) under the auspices of Dodsley, and probably overseen by Sterne
who was in London at the time."* Volumes III and IV appeared the next
year, from Dodsley's printers, whoever that was, and possibly with
some attention from the author. Certainly Sterne went through the
trouble to sign the first sheet of each of the installments of his novel
after the piracies began to appear thick and fast.' All the remaining
volumes (V-IX) were published by a different bookseller, Becket and
Dehondt, while Sterne was either in France or too ill to spend time in
the print shop.'
Sterne's idiosyncratic interest in the aspects of the printed text are
blatant in the Black, Marbled and Blank pages, and in the inclusions of
the woodcuts describing the plot lines. Because the black pages and the
blank pages seem to have obvious meanings, critical readers seem to
have attributed the same simplistic level of meanings to the other
textual apparatus. My own work on the marbled leaf has convinced
me, if no one else, that great care was taken with its preparation to
ensure its subtle meaning.^ And Whitaker has presented a very
convincing case for the extreme care with which the plot line was

^ JamesE. Tierney, ed. The Correspondence ofRobert Dodsley 1733-1764. (Cambridge:University
Press, 1988), 421.
'Kenneth Monkman,"The Bibliography of the Early Editions of TristramShandy," The Library,
5th ser., 25(1970): 11-39.
'Arthur H. Cash, Laurence Sterne: Early & Middle Years. (London: Methuen, 1975), 297.
' Vols. V (of the pair V and VI), 1762; Vol VH (of the pair VH and Vm), 1765; and Vol IX (a
single volume), 1767.
'Cash, Laurence Sterne: The Later Years (London: Methuen, 1986), chapters 3-8 passim.
' Diana Patterson, "The Moral of the Next Marbled Page," in Sterne's Tristram Shandy (Ph.D.
dissenation. University of Toronto, 1989); "Tristram's Marblings and Marblers", TheShandean,
3 (1991), pp. 70-97.
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constructed and the accuracy with which is represented the twists and
turns of the novel.'
While most of the typographical effects described here are much
less spectacular, they are nonetheless instructive of the same attention
to detail. They are presented here in the order in which they were
prepared, and therefore in decreasing order of the nearness of Sterne to
the print shop. And yet, I am of the belief that Sterne never stopped
designing his book page by page. In some ways this is especially true
of Volume IX, which was produced as a final volume when Sterne was
probably sick of the whole project, as well as sick in body. In terms of
type. Volume IX is the leanest of the volumes, and yet, sitting on the
shelf it holds its own. Much of the bulk is paper. Some of this effect
is achieved by booksellers' or compositors' tricks of starting each
chapter on a new page. But some pages are filled with Sternean jokes,
and the pages have been carefully manipulated. Since Sterne was not
near the print shop, you might doubt my contention. However, I
point to the manuscript that remains of the first volume of The
Sentimental Journey!' A quick look at the volume shows that the first
page of the manuscript is, word for word, line for line the same as the
first volume, first page, until a crossed out work near the bottom.'"
This ability to mimic a foolscap octavo printed page in manuscript
(helped by dashes intended to complete lines) would allow Sterne to
keep track of his pages even away from the printing room.
Let us, with these ideas in mind, consider the joke made by the
pages of text, rather than the text per se, and assume, at least initially,
that they were intentional."

*
Emblems inMotley: Literary Implicationsof the GraphicDevices in Tristram
Shandy (Ph.D. dissertation, Emory University, 1979), 105-11 and the illuminating appendix.
'Laurence Sterne, "The Sentimental Journey," MS 1610, Egerton. British Library, London.
"One can compare the postcard from the British Library entitled "Laurence Sterne. The
beginning of A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy by Laurence Stern (1714-1768),
complete in 1767. Corrected autograph draft Egerton MS 1610, f. 12.(Copyright) MSS. 95.
Printed in Great Britain by A.V. Fry 8c Co., Ltd, London."
" The examples shown here are taken from The Toronto Sterne facsimile of Tristram Shandy
and are prepared on a Macintosh, using a font constructed with Fontographer. The black page
was created with MacDraw, and the marbled page was marbled by Diana Patterson in an attempt
to reconstrua how the original was done.
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Volume I, 27-28.
[ 27 ]
The first of Sterne's page
jokes is relatively subtle, and still more for his honour, whose nature
one can be forgiven for hav ever inclines him to good ones ;—
ing overlooked it. Well into when I behold such a one, my Lord, like
the volume Sterne decides to yourself, whose principles and conduct
are as generous and noble as his blood,
provide a dedication to one
and whom, for that reason, a corrupt
of "My Lord A, B, C, D, E,
world cannot spare one moment;—when
F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0,j see such a one, my Lord, mounted,
P, Q, and so on," whom we though it is but for a minute beyond the
know not. The dedication time which my love to my country has
begins with reduced fanfare at prescribed to him, and my zeal for his
the very bottom of p. 27 (a glory wishes, — then, my Lord, I cease
right-hand page). There is no to be a philosopher, and in the first
enlarged type, although there transport of an honest impatience, I wish
is a bold "dropped capital". the HOBBY-HORSE, with all his fraterThere are no italics to com
mence. Absurdly,
[ 28 ]
the dedication has
but three lines on p. " form, and place : I beg, therefore, you
27 before it contin " will accept it as such, and that you will
ues on p. 28 (the " permit me to lay it, with the most re" spectful humility, at your Lordship's
verso of p. 27, so
" feet,~when you are upon them,-which
hidden from us
" you can be when you please ; — and
when we began the " that is, my Lord, when ever there is
dedication). On the " occasion for it, and I will add, to the
continutation it " best purposes too. I have the honour
takes on the look of " to be.
the standard dedica
My Lord,
tion, including the
Your Lordship's most obedient,
elaborate compli
mentary close of
and most devoted.
successive indentings, which is
and most humble servant.
double-spaced in or
der to take up the
TRISTRAM SHANDY.
remainder of the
page. Now, had the
compositor wished.
CHAP.
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he could easily have set the whole on p. 28, and had a fairly good
looking piece. But this is not Sterne's point. He says first in the
dedication itself that "I maintain this to be a dedication notwithstand
ing its singularity in the three great essentials of matter, form and
place...." Its form is certainly singular: it begins at the bottom of a page
without MY LORD being written is large capitals at the head, and so
on. Then Sterne continues his commentary, beginning a new chapter
on p. 29, facing p. 28 so that we can look upon the work commented
upon, "—and the design,—if I may be allowed, my Lord to understand
my own design, and supposing absolute perfection in designing, to be
as 20,-1 think it cannot well fall short of 19." Here is a rather
belaboured joke, really, about the shape of this dedication. But despite
the over-large signposts, we seem to have missed some of the point.
Volume I, 72-75.
Here is a page which has received considerable attention: the black
leaf. There are
[
,
but ,two things
to
pity and esteem tor him; — a toot.
.
way crossing the church-yard close by HOtlCC elDOUt Itl
the side of his grave,- not a passenger
goes by without stopping to cast a look
upon it, — and sighing as he walks
IS IlOt bld.CK, 31-

though in one of
Aias,poorYORiCK!

the University of

Virginia copies,
on which I based
CHAP.
facsimile,
one page of the leaf is a good deal darker than the other.'^ The other
thing to notice is that the text has been arranged so that the end of
Chapter XII falls on a left hand page with that famous spontaneous
ejaculation, ejaculation, "Alas, poor Y O R I C K!" about half way

One of the copies at the University of Virginia, Alderman Library; Brit. Lit. 1879. In this
copy, p. 73 is the lighter page; I have reversed them.
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down. It has been my evil thought that the text originally ended with
the "tombstone" of
[ 75 ]
"Alas, poor Y O R I
CHAP. Xffl.
C K !" that falls in
T is so long since the reader of this
the middle of p. 71,
rhapsodical work has been parted
and that Sterne added
from the midwife, that it is high time
the extra paragraph^®
mention her again to him, merely to put
simply to have the him in mind that there is such a body
in the world, and whom, upon the
text turn the page for still
best judgment I can form upon my own
us. Having the black plan at present, — I am going to intro
duce to him for good and all; But as
leaf creates an additional surprise, as we fresh
matter may be started, and much
find the page repeated on the hidden unexpected business fall out betwixt the
and myself, which may require
verso. Chapter XIII (is there a signifi reader
immediate dispatch ; — 'twas right to
cance to this number?) then begins nicely take care that the poor woman should
not be lost in the mean time; —because
on a right hand page.
when she is wanted we can no way do

I

without her.

Volume 1,129-131.
I
This is the first joke that really
brought me to the realization that
[ 129 ]
Sterne was playing with the concept
CHAP. XX.
of reading page by page. A new
chapter
suddenly interrupts the dis
——^—^How could you. Madam, be
so inattentive in reading the last chapter ? cussion with a lady reader of
I told you in it, That my mother was not a
Tristram's mother's religion. The
papist.
Papist! You told me no such
thing. Sir. Madam, I beg leave to re
interruption
has no drop capital, but
peat it over again. That I told you as
only a long dash for introduction.
plain, at least, as words, by direct infer
ence, could tell you such a thing.—Then,
On the right-hand page (129),
Sir, I must have miss'd a page.-No, Ma
dam,—you have not miss'd a word.
Madam is chastised for her lack of
Then I was asleep. Sir.—My pride, Ma
attention and at the bottom of that
dam, cannot allow you that refuge.
Then, I declare, I know nothing at all
page she is sent back to reread the
about the matter.—That, Madam, is the
previous
chapter. The gentlemen,
very fault I lay to your charge ; and as
a punishment for it, I do insist upon it,
supposedly, turn the page, and see
that you immediately turn back, that is,
the hidden text describing the reason
as soon as you get to the next full stop,
and read the whole chapter over again.
for Madam's penance. The discus
VOL. I.
I
I
sion continues into some veritable
obscurity at the very top of 130,
when there is another great dash, and presumably Madam has suddenly
reappeared, reread but unenlightened. Meanwhile, the gentlemen have
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been whispering at on the left hand page, as though the author were
speaking
[ 131 ]
[ 130 ]
or of the Seven Champions
I have imposed this penance upon the
behind ParismenuSy
of England, read with it.
lady, neither out of wantonness or cruelty,
but from the best of motives; and there his hand.
But here comes my fair Lady.
fore shall make her no apology for it
When Have you
read over again the chapter,
when she returns back*Tis to rebuke
Madam Madam, as1 desired you ? —You have :
a vicious taste which has crept into thou returns, And did you not observe the passage,
upon the second reading, which admits
sands besides herself,—of reading straight
she inter the inference ? Not a word like it!
forwards, more in quest of the adven
Madam, be pleased to ponder well
tures, than of the deep erudition and
rupts this Then,
the last line but one of the chapter,
knowledge which a book of this cast, if
discus where I take upon me to say, "" It was
read over as it should be, would infalli
necessary I should be born before I was
bly impart with them.
The mind
sion
christen'd." Had my mother. Madam,
should be accustomed to make wise re
flections, and draw curious conclusions
which been a Papist, that consequence did not
follow. *
as it goes along; the habitude of which
has drift
12
It
made Pliny the younger affirm, ^ "That
he never read a book so bad, but he
ed off
drew some profit from it." The stories
of Greece and Rome, run over without this into the red herring "Parisineneus, or of
turn and application, — do less service, I the Seven Champions of England, read
affirm it, than the history of Parismus and
with it." There is no indication, if
ParMadam does not read the left hand page,
that there had been any discussion among the gentlemen about her
behind her back. She interrupts—again with a dash— and is addressed
and chastised and condescended to. This is not an anti-feminist joke, I
would suggest, but a joke about turning pages, and a woman was
chosen as she is an easy instrument for creating the clique of men in the
withdrawing room atmosphere necessary to make the joke work.
Volume 1,134-135.
This is the first example of visual quotations, well described by
Robert Alter.Technically all we have is a short "Memoire," and the
usual kind of academic "Reponse"—which is to say much longer. But
the "Memoire" is exactly a page long, and on a left-hand page, with the
"Reponse" laid out in parallel to it, beginning on the right-hand page.
From the first page one can begin an academic examination of this text

" Roben Alter, "Sterne and the Nostalgia for Reality" in Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy, ed.
Harold Bloom (New York; Chelsea House, 1987).
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I

REPONSE.

MEMOIRE present^ a Mcwieura lea Doc{cura (ie SORBONNE.

jr E C.>n,r,l rstiini'i que la qut'stum pntpusi'c
TT"
fj

U

CVii'ru/y/e/i ^Accoucheur, represente

Ie haptSme, qui esi une naisaance spiritueJIe,

qu 'iJ^ a Je CAT, quoique tr^s rares, oiS une
mere ne sqauroit accoucher, &mfme oii

souffrc Jc granJea JilUcuItcs. U, TUf„-

Ul-^^rlogiena posent J'un cod pour principe, que

jJ^essieura les Docteurs Je Sortonne,
. .

suppose une premiere naisaance ; il(aui itre n6

J'enf/uit e$t teUemeoi renferm4 Jaos Ie sein

Jans Ie monJe, pour renajire en Jeaua Okriai,

Je sa mere, qu'Une faji par^ttre aucune

comme its I'enseignent. S. Tkomaa, 3 part,

pariie tie eon corps, ce qui seroit un cae, aui-

qucai. 88. artic. II. auiV ee^/e </oc6*/Ae

Tan( lea Riiuela, Je iui confirer, Ju moias

comme une reriti constanie / I'on ne peut,

30US conJitioa, Ie hapttme.

Jit ce S. Docteur, haptiser les enfans qui sont

Le Chirurgien,

qui consuhe, pr^ienJ, par Ie moren June

renfermia Jans Je sein Je leura lucres, et S.

peiite canulle, Je pou'roir lapdaer imme-

Tkomaa est [onJS sur ce, que lea enlans ne

Jiaiement I'enfant, aana {aire aucun iori j

sont point n6s, & ne peurent Stre comptfa

la mere,

parmi les autres homines ; J'ou il concIuJ.

II JemanJ si ce mojren, qu' il

rien( Je proposer, est permis & I^time, e(

qu'ila ne peurent Stre I'oLfect J'une action

s'iJpeut e'en serrir Jans Ie cas qu'ilrienf

extSrieure, pour receroir par leur miniature lea

J'exposer.

aacremena n^ceaaairea au aalui t Pueri in

RE-

nia6emia uieria exiaieniea nootlum prottieruni

as though it were an important theological document. This joke is
more subtle than many, but not all.
Volume 1,179.
I would contend that this page is one of two, similar, failed jokes.
The volume ends on a right-hand page, and was meant to. But the
( 179 1
text was intended to end in the usual
noi Kii upon an expe<lieni io exiricaie
text area, and the words "E ND of the
liimaelf oui of tkem, I Tcrily believe iliey
wouiJ kave laid kim in kie {rare.
FIRST VOLUME" were intended to be
on
the verso, so that the reader would
^Vka£ £k esc perplexitiea of my uncle
Tohr
impoaaikle for you io
be surprised seeing that Tristram had
gueaa ; — if you coulfl«—I akou Mtluak ;
indeed ripped out the page. But in
noi as a relation, — noi aa a man, —• nor
eren as a woman,—kui I akoukl kluak aa
stead, the compositor let Sterne down,
an auikor ; inaamuck aa I aei no amall
and forced the ending statement on the
afore ky myaelf upon fkia very account,
tkat my reader kaa never yet been able
recto of the leaf by placing this final
to gueaa at any tking. And in tkia, Sir,
text
in the area usually occupied by the
I am of ao nice and aingular a kumour,
tkat if I (kou|dit you waa able io form
catch word and signature. Perhaps
ike leaat judgment or probable conjecture
Sterne was not in the print shop once
to youraeif, of wbat wa* to come in tke
next page, — I wouki tear it out of my
he saw the galleys. Compare this end
book.
ing with Volume VII, p. 160.
Let me remind you that Volumes
R N D of tke FIRST VOLUME.
I and II appeared together. And thence
forward volumes appeared in pairs until the final volume, IX.
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These pages contain a little learned joke about uncle Toby and his
study of the parabola. Part of the joke has to do with the teasing about
[ 22 ]
its endless[ 23 ]
Truth I

Endless is the Search of

neSS.

Note

that at the

nf n
No sooner was my uncle Tofy satisfied tOP
P"
which road the cannon-ball did not go, -^i^re are greethis mind to enquire and find out
,
. , ,
which road the ball did go ; For which
CU WltU tUat
purpose he was obliged to set off afresh statement
with old Maltus, and studied him devout- ,
L, •
ly. —He proceeded next to Gallileo and tuat trUtJl IS
Tonricellim, wherein, by certain geome- e n d 1 e S S .
trical rules, infallibly laid down, he found
. '
the precise path to be a PARABOLA, —or i hen DeginS
else an HYPERBOLA,—and that the pauncle Tobv's
rameter, or irt«s rec£«m, of the conic sec.
•'
tion of the said path, was to the quantity ^nslySlS
OI
and amplitude in a direct ratio, as the
OroieCwhole line to the sine of double the angle
" \
of incidence, form'd by the breech upon tllc mOtlOn
a horizontal plane;—and that the semi(-gnnon
parameter

balls, whlch

stop ! my dear uncle
Toby, — stop I — go not one foot further
into this thorny and be-wilder'd track,—
intricate are the steps I intricate are the
mases of this labyrinth !intricate are the
troubles which the pursuit of this bephantom, KNOWLEDGE, will
bring upon thee.—O my uncle !fly-flyAy from it as from a serpent. — Is it fit,
good-natur'd man !thou should'st sit up,
^he wound upon thy groin, whole
nights baking thy blood with hectic
patchings ?—Alas! 'twill exasperate thy
symptoms, — check thy perspirations,—
evaporate thy spirits,—waste thy animal
strength,—dry up thy radical moisture,—
bring thee into a costive habit of body,
impair thy health, — and hasten all the
infirmities of thy old age.—my uncle!
rny uncle Toiy.
CHAP-

runs up to and including the catchword at
the bottom of p. 22, but then shifts at the first new word on p. 23
where Tristram interrupts Toby's thoughts. The use of the page to
create an illusion of endlessness, to heighten the tediousness of the
subject, makes the release much greater when we find the new page
releases us, and we are more likely to laugh.
Volume 11, 97-98.
Here we have the answer to a riddle lying on the verso of the leaf.
We cannot conceive how Corporal Trim looks—he is hiding behind the
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page, where we get a complete description down to the angle of incline.
[97]
[98]
Honour, replied the Corporal, making a
He stood before them with his body
bow, and bespeaking attention with a
swayed, and bent forwards just so far,
slight movement of his right hand.
as to make an angle of 85 degrees and
a half upon the plain of the
horizon;
which sotmd orators, to
CHAP. xvn.
whom I address this, know very well,
to be the true persuasive angle of
But before the Corporal begins,
incidence;—in any other angle you may
I must first give you a description of his talk and preach ; — 'tis
attitude ; otherwise he will naturally certain, — and it is done every day ;—
stand represented, by your imagination, but with what effect,—I leave the
in an uneasy posture,—stiff,—perpendi world to judge ?
cular,—dividing the weight of his body
The necessity of this precise angle of
equally upon both legs ; —his eye fix'd,
as if on duty ;— his look determined ; — 85 degrees and a half to a mathematical
clinching the sermon in his left hand,
exactness,—does it not shew us, by the
like his firelock :—In a word, you would way,—how the arts and sciences
be apt to paint Trim, as if he was stand
mutually befriend each other
ing in his platoon ready for action :
His attitude was as unlike all this as
How the duce Corporal Trim, who
you can conceive.
knew not so much as an acute angle
VOL. n.
G
He
from an obtuse one, came to hit it so
exactly;
[107]
Volume II, 107.
making a bow as he did it, — he
Again we have an instance of visual quota and
began again.]
tion. The page here does not look like a
The SERMON.
sermon read to us by an actor, but like a
HEBREWS xiii. 18.
printed sermon we must read ourselves.
The title, biblical citation, and biblical
For we trust we have a ^ood
verse are centered. Possibly Corporal Trim conscience
did not read all of this, but only began with
Rust! trust we have a good con" science ! Surely if there is any
the text itself, which appears in quotation
"thing in this life that a man may
marks. Here, as before, is a document " depend upon, and to the knowledge
inserted, possibly left, in the middle of the " of which he is capable of arriving up" on the most indisputable evidence, it
novel.
" must be this very thing,—whether he

T

" has a good conscience or no. "

Volume III, 35-52.
Volume III has another document
inserted, viz., the curse of Ernulphus. It is

[I am positive I am right quoth Dr.

^
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laid out visually as thought the leaves from the original were inserted
in our text, with the facing pages of Latin and English, and the
interpolated Latin alterations for sex and number. This is, of course,
one of the few pagination jokes retained even by modern editions.
That this set of facing pages was carefully planned can be deduced from
the continuity of pagination: p. 35 is a complete page, and then 36 is
inserted as a left-hand page without having to leave a blank, as is
necessary in Volume IV with the story of Slawkenbergius. The Latin
text is, of course, carefully place beside the corresponding translation.
When the English text runs to commentary by Dr. Slop and his
audience, the Latin side of the page is blank. The fact that the text runs
smoothly without any unnecessary bank pages, except where there is
no Latin, is a tribute to good planning. This one blank page has no
page numbers at all.
Volume III, 168-171.
Here are the marbled pages, so often omitted in nineteenthcentury editions of the text, or reduced in some texts to a comment or
a single side rather than a leaf." What the reader sees in the first edition
is a carefully arranged page that is beside a text saying "the next
marbled page, motley emblem of my work." The marbling is within
the confines of the text block, which, although not difficult to
accomplish, is extraordinary." An additional surprise should occur
when the reader turns the page and discovers another marbled page.
These pages are pink, green and yellow, not anything at all like a
Rorschach inkblot test as one might assume from looking at modern
paperback editions. They were also produced by a process completely
unrelated to the printing process; and was likely practised by binders
or by members of the guild of Paper-Stainers, not Stationers." A
discerning observer might notice that there are page numbers on each

"The treatment of the marbled pages in subsequent editions of Tristram Shandy is such a large
subject that illustrations of the variations and disasters would at least double the size of this
article.
" Patterson, "The Moral of the Next Marbled Page," where details and examples are given. I do
not imagine that many contemporary readers realized the problems of such work, and so far I
have found none who commented on it.
" I am still attempting to prove this, and have found that the records of the Paperstainers have
survived the various wars since 1759, and I do have a list of names for searching before the
honourable archivist.
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[168]
toby^s mare !—Read, read, read, read, my
unlearned reader ! read,—or by the know
ledge of the great saint Paraleipomenon —
I tell you before-hand, you had better
throw down the book at once; for
without
much reading, by which your reverence
knows, I mean much knowledge, you
will no more be able to penetrate the
moral of the next marbled page (motly
emblem of my work !) than the world
with all its sagacity has been able to unraval the many opinions, transactions and
truths which still lie mystically hid under
the dark veil of the black one.

',*

..

-

•

of the mar
bled pages,
and that they
are much
larger than
the type used
in the corresponding
printed
pages, and
that, in fact,
they are
stamped on.
What is cer
tainly not

[171]

readily
apparent,

CHAP, xxxvn.

{HILme poenitet hujus nasi,"
quoth Pamphagusthat is,—
t ll at
^ " My nose has been the making of me."
—" Nec est cur poeniteat, " replies Codes;
tills
l6af that is, " How the duce should such a

has been

—HI

1

rr

r

1*

The doctrine, you see, was laid down
arranged by Erasmus, as my father wished it, with
1
the utmost plainness ; but my fathers dishp pjjsv
.
•
tu uc
appointment was, in finding nothing more
for the from so able a pen, but the bare fact it
self; without any of that speculative subbinder to tilty or ambidexterity of argumentation
insert, upon it, which heaven had bestow'd upon
•
man on purpose to investigate truth and

The leaf forms part of a digression—one fjght for her on all sides. - My father
that has been extended, unnecessarily in
and p^h-d at first most terribiy,-

terms ot
of sense, but not m terms

f 'tis worth something to have a good
Ol name. As the dialogue was of

placement. The text before the mar- niy father soon came to himself, and read

bled leaf ends on the left-hand page in
the inner-most fold of the gathering, so that the marbled leaf can be
tucked inside for easy binding. The insertion of this leaf alters the page
numbers on all the gatherings to the end of the volume, although it
does preserve the usual placement of even and odd pages Still, it must
have been disconcerting for the experienced compositors making up the
formes.
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Volume IV, B1 verso-21.
Volume IV beings with a perfectly blank page on a recto because
The Tale of Hafen Slawkenbergius commences Volume IV, once again
with facing pages of Latin and English. The numbering is eliminated
for some 30 pages, so that the reader does not immediately notice that
he has a blank, unnumbered page, but might assumed that it is the verso
of a frontispiece, so a common beginning in books.
Volume TV, 67.
In addition to the dirty little joke about easing himself against the
[67]
wall, there is a visual joke, that the
horse to be saddled: and as no vent in
prose is equal to tha; of poetry in such
conflicts—chance, which as often directs
us to remedies as to diseases, having
thrown a piece of charcoal into the window-Diego availed himself of it. and
whilst the ostler was getting ready his
mule, he eased his mind against the wall

« j »i i
..i.
u v •111. 1
^^e looks aS though It Will be loug,
and that the eVOCatlOn O Julia! is
beginning of another verse.
T-.L
•
•
1
j
^he poem IS on a right-hand page,
and when we tum the page, we discOVer that the ode WaS but a single

^°

stanza, and has ended—more like a
dog leaving his scent than a full ease-

ODE.

Harsh and untun^l are the notes of love, meiu.
Unless my fulia strikes the key.
Her hand alone can touch the part.
Whose dulcet moveVolume IV, 146-156.
-ment charms the heart.
Here the author claims to have
And governs all the man with sympa.
.
r
,
1 j- j

theticsway.

ripped ten pages from the text. Mod
ern editions normally preserve this
joke, but modern readers should be
O fulia •
p^
reminded that the loss of page num
bers would likely cause considerable
difficulties for the compositors, who from here to the end have an even
number on a recto page and an odd number on a verso.
Volume V, [A3] verso.
Volume V has few effects; possibly after the several elaborate ones
in Volume IV, Sterne thought they would cloy if continued for too
long in this pair of volumes. The first of these physical jokes is another
odd one about dedications, clearly a favourite source of amusement for
Sterne. On the leaf following the title page, Sterne begins a dedication
to John Viscount Spencer. It a well-spaced affair, as these things
generally are, but as we turn the page looking for its completion, we
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find that the dedication has be
To the Right Honourable
gun again! this time to include
Lady Spencer. Little is said, and
the text is stretched to fill the
page through the usual effect of
indenting and prolonging the
Lord Viscount SPENCER.
complimentary close.

JOHN,

Volume V, 6.
This page takes advantage
LORD,
of its verso position to surprise
Humbly beg leave to offer you
us with the beginning of a sup
these two Volumes ; they are
posedly dirty tale of whiskers,
the best my talents, with such bad
having its title placed at the top
health as I have, could produce
of a page. And then the page had providence granted me a larger

I

[6]
The Fragment

stock of either, they had been a
much more proper present to your
Lordship.

* *— You are half asleep, my good
I
lady, said the old gentleman, taking
hold of the old lady's hand and giving
it a gentle squeeze, as he pronounced ends tantalizingly, and possibly delibcrthe word U^ts^ers-shall we change
t
"Whiskcrs"
the subject ? By no means, replied the
j
°
i r •
old lady—I like your account of these ^ th6 CStcJlWOrci tO croSS tO tllC liCing
matters: so throwing a thin gauze p^gChandkerchief over her head, and
leaning it back upon the chair with her
face turned towards him, and
Volutnc VI, 62,
advancing her two feet as she rechned
The joke of the linCS full of astcrherself-i desire, continued she. you
enhanced by the fact that these
will go on.

few lines of stars carry on to the end of

The old gentleman went on as
follows.
—Whiskers ! cried the queen of
Navarre, dropping her knotting-ball, as
La Fosseuse uttered the word—Whis
kers ;
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discontent, melancholy, large jointures,
impositions, and lies!
Doctor Slopj like a son of a w—, as
my father called him for it,—to exalt
himself,—debased me to death,—and
made ten thousand times more of Susan
nah's accident, than there was any
grounds for; so that in a week's time,
or less, it was in every body's mouth.
That poor Master Shandy >!•***
*#**«•***
entirely.—
And FAME, who loves to double every
thing,—in three days more, had sworn
positively she saw it,—and all the world,
as usual, gave credit to her evidence—
" That the nursery window had not
only **********

* ** **
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the page.
Volume VI, 147.
Here is the page left blank for read
er participation in drawing the Widow
Wadman. This page is a righ- hand page
to put emphasis on the importance of the
portrait. Its presence also helps Sterne to
know that he is starting the following
text at the top of a new page, meaning
that his jokes on pp. 152 and 153 are no
accidents.

Volume VI, 152-53.
The woodblocks for these plot lines
also.
Could
are clearly designed to occupy two sepa
rate pages. The first set has been carefully spaced to fill the bottom of
the text block in width as well as length. Leaving the four plot lines at
the bottom of a page makes them more enigmatic. The appear to be
utterly without comment. Text begins on
[152]
1153 ]
the next
page, with an
These were the four lines I moved in
CHAP. XL.
through my first, second, third, and
even more
fourth volumes.—In the fifth volume
alarming plot
Am now beginning to get fairly into I have been very good,—the precise
my work; and by the help of a
line I have described in it being this :
line. These
vegitable diet, with a few of the cold
facing pages
seeds, I make no doubt but I shall be
able to go on with my uncle Toby's
allow the
story,
reader to see
and my own, in a tolerable straight line. By which it appears, that except at the
Now,
curve, marked A. where I took a trip
all previous
to Navarre—znd the indented curve B.
plot lines at
which is the short airing when I was
there with the Lady Baussiere and her
once and to
page,—I have not taken the least frisk
of a digression, till John de la Casse's
appreciate
devils led me the round you see marked
the increas
D.—for as for c cc cc they are nothing
but parentheses, and the common ins
ing complex
and outs incident to the lives of the great
ity.
The
est ministers of state; and when com
pared
promised
These
straight lined plot of the current volume is
invisible on p. 154.
* * * ;-butthat

I

»
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Volume VII, 8.
at the bottom of
The placement of " Sick! Sick! Sick! Sick! •
the page is reasonably effective, but proba
[8]
bly there was an intention to have the Pray captain, quoth I, as I was going
down into the cabin, is a man never over
whole sea-captain episode end on the facing taken by Death in this passage ?
page, p. 9. But it fails by two lines and
4

t-rit

•

1 •

rr

Why, there is not time for a man to be

runs on to p. 10. Then again, this effect sick in it, replied he-What a cursed
may merely be happenstance. The sudden >y»'''
i "ck as a horse, quoth i,
I

I

1

Tr

11

already—what a brain!—upside

shifts, however, suggest that if Sterne really down !-hey day! the cells are broke
can write the page to order he might well
another, and the blood, and
-

1 I

1 1 •

1

*1

•

1

lymph, and the nervous juices, with

have added this exclamation knowing that the flx'd and volatile salts, are all jumbled
he would be ending a page with it.
' eveiy thmg
^

^

Volume VII, 22.

•

.

turns round in it like a thousand whirl
pools—I'd give a shilling to know if

I shan't write the dearer for it-

The design of this page is certainly sick i sick i sick i sick i-

deliberate. For not until Volume IX does
—When
the compositor make a rule of beginning
new chapters on a fresh page, no matter how much space is left at the
end of a chapter. This page is left half blank to give space for the
journey to Boulogne.
Volume VII, 78-79.
Readers even of modern editions are amused that these silly
[78]
descriptions
CHAP. XXII.
tex of his element, the happiest and
about the Abmost thoughtless of mortal men—and
for a moment let us look after the
mules, the abbess, and Margarita.
By virtue of the muleteer's two last
strokes, the mules had gone quietly
on, following their own consciences
up the hill, till they had conquer'd
about one half of it; when the elder
of them, a shrewd crafty old devil, at
the turn of an angle, giving a side
glance, and no muleteer behind
them—
By my fig! said she, swearing, I'll go
no further—And if I do, replied the
other-they shall make a drum of my
hide.—
And so with one consent they
stopp'd thus—
CHAP.

—Get on with you, said the abbess.
—Wh
ysh—ysh—cried
Margarita.
Sh — a—shu - u—shu - - u—
sh - - aw—shaw'd the abbess.
—Whu—V—w—whew—w—w
—whuv'd Margarita, pursing up her
sweet lips betwixt a hoot and a whistle.
Thump—thump—thump—obstreperated the abbess of Andoiiillets with the
end of her gold-headed cane against the
bottom of the calesh—
—The old mule let a f—
CHAP.

bcSS

and

the

mules are halt
ed by ends of
chapters. But
they are also
limited by the
ends of pages.
It seems clear
that Chapter
XII was writ
ten to be pre
cisely a page
long, and
placed on a
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right-hand page to give the reader the uneasy impression that this
scurrility will go on and on. But on turning the leaf, one finds a new
chapter.
Volume VII, 108.
The well-known McLuhanesque picture joke of VEXATION
upon VEXATION is enhanced, and heavily punctuated by the fact that
it is at the bottom of a page.
Volume VII, 117.
Once again space is used to indicate time passing imtil the end of
the page. There is certainly plenty of
[ 117 ]
room to have begun the new chapter
list, therefore, of Videnda at
•

L J ..L

Lyons, this, tho' last—was not, you see,

on this page, had the compositor
^.king a dozen or two of longer
wished to do so. However, Volume strides than usual across my room, just
VII ordinarily has chapters beginning
" passed my brain, I walked down
1
-1
calmly into the Basse Cour,in order to
on new pap unless the previous chaphaving called for my
ter ends within ten lines of the top of bill—as it was uncertain whether I should
the page. There is clearly a sense that return to my mn, I had paid it—had

-111

1ITT •

L

•

T) ^

moreover given the maid ten sous, and

Volume VII is a bit thin. But it may
^^e dernier complibe Sterne padding the volume as much ments of Monsieur Le Blanc, for a
as the booksellers, and such chapters as pleasant voyage down the Rhone—
, •
J
• r
1
•
when I was stopped at the gate—
this tend to reinforce that view.

Volume VII, 160.
"
CHAP.
Here is the other failed joke about endings. This one may have
failed owing to the tendency throughout this volume to pad the text.
Clearly Sterne again intended the chapter to end at the bottom of p.
159, a right-hand page, and that when one turned over the leaf, one was
confronted only by the words The End.
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Volume VIII,3.

[3]

Despite the padding of this sensible and insensible, gets vent-m
,
. , 1
To
this land, my dear Eugenius-in this
volume, It looks as ll Sterne was
Ijuj of chivalry and romance,
making a companion piece to the where I now sit, unscrewing my ink-horn
joke at the end of Volume VII.
f^
Toby's amours, and
with all the meanders of JULIA s track
in quest of her DIEGO in full view of
Volume VIII, 36-37.
my study window- if thou comest not
This joke is certainly not a =md takest me by the handresult of padding.

In fact, the

what a work is it likely to turn

previous pages have been deliber out!
ately stretched out in order to
Let us begin it.
squeeze all the information possi
ble onto these two pages. Read
ers of modern editions must won
der why the alphabet of love
CHAP.
B 2
ends at R. But it is clear that
these are all the letters that fit. And the joke at the bottom of p. 36 is
underscored by the fact that R, which is claimed should have come
[36]
LOVE is cenainly, at least alphabetically
speaking, one of the most
A gitating
B ewitching
C onfounded
D evilish affairs of life—the most
E xtravagant
F utilitous
G alligaskinish
H andy-dandyish
I racundulous (there is no K to it) and
L yrical of all human passions: at
the same time, the most
M isgiving
N innyhammering
O bstipating
P ragmatical
S tridulous
R idiculous-though by the bye the
R

[37]
R should have gone first—But in shon
'tis of such a nature, as my father once
told my uncle Toby upon the close of a
long dissertation upon the subject—
" You can scarce," said he," combine
" two ideas together upon it, brother
" Toby, without an hypallage " —
What's that? cried my uncle Toby.
The cart before the horse, replied my
father—
—And what has he to do there?
cried my uncle Toby —
Nothing, quoth my father, but to get
in—or let it alone.
Now widow Wadman, as I told you
before, would do neither the one or the
other.
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first, is first on p. 37.
Volume VIII, 60, 64, 68.
Part of the joke the telling or non-telling of the Story of the King
of Bohemia is that each new attempt to tell the story begins on a new
[60]

The story of the king of Bohemia
and his seven castles.

T

HERE was a certain king of
Bo -- he—

As the corporal was entering the con
fines of Bohemia, my imcle Toby obliged
him to halt for a single moment; he
had set out bare-headed, having since he
pull'd off his Montero-cap in the latter
end of the last chapter, left it lying
beside him on the ground.
—The eye of Goodness espieth all
things—so that before the corporal
had well got through the first five words
of

[68]
The story of the king of Bohemia and
his seven castles, continued.

I

N the year of our Lord one thou
sand seven hundred and twelve, there
was, an' please your honour—

—To tell thee truly. Trim, quoth
my uncle Toby, any other date would
have pleased me much better, not only
on account of the sad stain upon our
history that year, in marching off our
troops, and refusing to cover the siege of
Quesnoi, though Fagel was carrying on
the works with such incredible vigour—
but likewise on the score. Trim, of thy
own story; because if there are—and
which, from what thou hast dropt, I
partly

[64]
The story of the king of Bohemia and
his seven castles, continued.

T

HERE was a certain king of
Bohemia, but in whose reign, ex
cept his own, I am not able to inform
your honour—
I do not desire it of thee. Trim, by
any means, cried my uncle Toby.

—It was a little before the time,
an' please your honour, when giants
were beginning to leave off breeding;but in what year of our Lord that
—I would

page.
Volume IX, 17.
Volume IX is a very thin
book, and it is expanded as much
as possible by the compositor.
Every chapter begins on a new
page, no matter how many or
how few lines are on the previous
page. But clearly some of these
new pages start are meant to add
to meaning, and are intended by
Sterne rather than simply im
posed by the bookseller or com
positor. The flourish of Uncle
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Toby's stick might be compared with the falling of Dr. Slop from his
horse. Both are pure images of movement. But Dr. Slop falls entirely
in words. Uncle Toby's stick
might have taken as many
[ 17 ]
words to describe. Certainly Nothing, Trim—aid my uncle
the movement of that stick I*®'')''' musingtakes considerable space, al• i i ^
c V •
-1 •„ Whilst a man IS free—cried the Corthough It IS a seemingly sim, . .
n •i •i i• • i
1 1 • wT\ -1
•
^ poral, giving a iiourish with his stick
pie line. Whitaker points out f
'f
f
that the woodcut is done with
unusual care to make the line look as if it had been made by a pen
rather than an etching or engraving too, or cut away with a knife. The
visual rather than verbal image may indicate that Sterne is tired of his
text, although, if Whitaker is correct, not of his book.
Volume IX, 62-63.
The promised Chapter XV is here, and is not only empty of
content, but just long enough to
ensure that the compositor
would not under any circumCHAP. XV.
stances put another chapter on
HE fifteenth chapter is come at
P^g^- But in this case, Sterne
last; and brings nothing with it
seems to demand the space to
but a sad signature of "How our plea- ^llow the shift back to Uncle
" sures slip from under us in this world;"
. rr •
Toby and his affair.

T

For in talking of my digressionI declare before heaven I have made it!
What a strange creature is mortal man!

said she

'Tis very true said I~but 'twere

better to get all these things out of our
heads, and return to my uncle Toby.

VolumC IX 69—71
• •

i

These imssing chapters are
maintained in the modern edias Well, but one Can See in

« .
«. •
i
i
thiS edition that there IS UOt onC

blank page in the volume but
two. There have been two black
pages, and two marbled pages,
CHAP. but this is the first pair of blank
pages, and an important difference here is that the pages face one
another, giving a greater sense of emptiness.
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Volume IX, 118.
While there are many short chapters in Tristram Shandy, especially
in this volume, only this chapter is
spaced to be in the middle of the
page. Presumably our infuriated
reader feeling that he has thrown
away a perfectly good shilling, has
long ago put the book down. Only
CHAP xxvn
those of us who know and love
Uncle Toby are still here, and we
,Y unde Ws Map is carried
understand perfectly the importance j\/| down into the kitchen,
of this moment when Toby goes to
fetch his map, and why Sterne set
off the chapter in this way.
Conclusion.
Sterne's original promise that
CHAP.
he would deliver two little volumes each year until his death was not
fulfilled, and yet even at that early moment, he clearly committed
himself in terms of volumes, not in streams of text or words, words,
words, words, words. Despite that inevitable interlocutor, the
compositor, Sterne tried as much as possible to lay out not only the
story, but the pages for us, and we miss a sizeable number of jokes
without the page, as Sterne thought of it, before us.
While not every example in this article is one I would wish to
defend in court as Sterne's, certainly some must have been. And such
a physical intervention by the author puts limits on our modern
notions that the author relinquishes the text once it leaves the pen, or
that the authors are more acts of fiction than are their works.

